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Previous page:  An overhead crane lowers onto the encapsulated Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter on July 28, 2005. The crane 
lifted it up to the Vertical Integration Facility on Launch Complex 41 at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station to the Atlas V rocket 
already there.  NASA coordinates the launch of all its missions, acquiring appropriate commercial launch vehicles and determin-
ing the best launch location.  The Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter left the launch pad on August 12 on its way to Mars to conduct 
detailed observations of the Martian surface, subsurface, and atmosphere, and to collect data on the history and distribution of 
water.  (Photo:  NASA)

Above: At a radar site on North Merritt Island, Florida, in June 2005, a 50-foot C-band radar antenna dish is picked off the 
ground so that it can be lowered onto a nearby support structure. The completed radar tracked Discovery during STS-114 to 
watch for possible debris coming off the Shuttle.  STS-114 was the fi rst time NASA used the radar.  NASA also added new 
cameras on and around the launch tower to closely observe the launch.  (Photo:  NASA)
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Appendix 1:  OMB Program 
Assessment Rating Tool 

(PART) Recommendations

The Program Assessment Rating Tool (PART) is an evaluation tool developed by the White House Offi ce of 
Management and Budget (OMB) to assess the effectiveness of federal programs.  PART provides a rigorous and 
interactive methodology to assess program planning, management, and performance toward quantitative, out-
come-oriented goals.  For more detailed information on the PART assessment process and ratings, please refer 
to http://www.whitehouse.gov/OMB/part/fy2005/2005_guidance.doc.  NASA submits one-third of its program 
portfolios (known as Themes) to OMB each year, resulting in a complete Agency assessment every three years.  

To date, NASA and OMB have conducted 17 PART reviews of NASA’s programs.  Accounting for shifts in the 
NASA portfolio as a result of the Vision for Space Exploration, these reviews encompass about 80 percent of 
the Agency’s current programs.  The remaining 20 percent will be reviewed in the next calendar year.  In 2005, 
OMB reviewed one new Theme, re-assessed the Earth–Sun System content formerly assessed as two different 
Themes, and re-assessed the Space Shuttle Theme.  These assessments will receive fi nal scores later this year 
and will be included in the FY 2007 President’s Budget.

NASA factors the PART fi ndings into decisions surrounding future program structure and plans.  These fi ndings, 
summarized in the table below, are tracked as actions moving into NASA’s next strategy, budget, and perfor-
mance planning cycle.  

NASA and OMB continue to work together to ensure that performance measures refl ected in PART are consistent 
with the performance measures included in the Agency’s annual performance plan and annual Performance and 
Accountability Report.

Strategic Objective 2

Program (Theme) Mars Exploration

Calendar Year Reviewed 2003

Rating Effective

Recommendations • Assess the technical feasibility, potential schedule, and estimated costs of mission options for the next decade of 
Mars exploration.  (FY05)

• Improve the independence of external performance reviews by ceasing the practice of pre-formulating ratings for 
evaluators to either accept or modify.  (FY05)

• Make research grant annual reports and/or a list of current research grant recipients, grant levels, and project titles 
available on NASA’s Web site. (FY05)

Strategic Objective 3

Program (Theme) Solar System Exploration

Calendar Year Reviewed 2003

Rating Effective

Recommendations • Improve the independence of external performance reviews by ceasing the practice of pre-formulating ratings for 
evaluators to either accept or modify.  (FY05)

• Make research grant annual reports and/or a list of current research grant recipients, grant levels, and project titles 
available on NASA’s Web site. FY05)

• Monitor the programmatic impacts of:  (a) the recent changes that have been made in the management of the 
Discovery missions and (b) the management methods that will be used for New Frontiers missions.  (FY05)
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Strategic Objectives 4 and 5

Program (Theme) Structure and Evolution of the Universe (SEU)

Calendar Year Reviewed 2004

Rating Effective

Recommendations • Promote cost and schedule compliance by reporting, for each major SEU mission:  the estimated life cycle cost 
before entering development; the anticipated cost and schedule associated with each mission phase; the mission’s 
cost and schedule progress achieved in each phase before entering the next; and any plans to re-baseline life cycle 
cost and/or schedule.

Strategic Objective 6

Program (Theme) Space Shuttle

Calendar Year Reviewed 2003

Rating Results not demonstrated

Recommendations • Plan to retire the Shuttle by the end of the decade, when its role in assembling the International Space Station is 
complete.  (FY05)

• Return the Shuttle safely to fl ight and continue using it to support the Space Station.  (FY05)
• Develop outcome-oriented short and long-term measures for the Space Shuttle Program.  (FY05)
• Provide OMB with a revised set of PART performance measures and targets for the Space Shuttle Program.

Strategic Objective 6

Program (Theme) Space Shuttle

Calendar Year Reviewed 2005 (Reassessment)

Rating Final results pending.  To be provided by OMB later this year.

Recommendations Final results pending.  To be provided by OMB later this year.

Strategic Objectives 6 and 17

Program (Theme) Space and Flight Support

Calendar Year Reviewed 2004

Rating Adequate

Recommendations • Continue to fund the program at an essentially fl at level, but strive to improve the program’s results by increasing 
effi ciency.

• Develop a plan to independently review all of the major program elements to support improvements and evaluate 
effectiveness and relevance.

• Develop by better measures that will help to drive program improvement.
• Remove Environmental Remediation from the Space and Flight Support portfolio and make it a part of NASA’s 

corporate general and administrative costs.
• Provide OMB with a revised set of PART performance measures and targets for Space and Flight Support.

Strategic Objective 8

Program (Theme) Biological Sciences Research

Calendar Year Reviewed 2003

Rating Results not demonstrated

Recommendations • Develop effi ciency measures that can be used to demonstrate improvement in the research process.  (FY05)
• Develop methods of evaluating research processes and productivity against National Institutes of Health and 

National Science Foundation where applicable.  (FY05)
• Develop outcome-oriented performance measures, particularly in terms of achieving the goals established in the 

“Critical Path Roadmap” (NASA’s plan for certifying humans for long-duration space travel).  (FY05)

Strategic Objective 8

Program (Theme) Human Systems Research and Technology

Calendar Year Reviewed 2005

Rating Final results pending.  To be provided by OMB later this year.

Recommendations Final results pending.  To be provided by OMB later this year.

Strategic Objective 8

Program (Theme) Space Station

Calendar Year Reviewed 2004

Rating Moderately effective

Recommendations No actions.
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Strategic Objective 11

Program (Theme) Mission and Science Measurement Technology

Calendar Year Reviewed 2003

Rating Moderately effective

Recommendations • Strengthen areas identifi ed as priorities by the NASA Enterprises and the National Research Council.  (FY05)
• Develop overall effi ciency metrics and attempt to achieve improved effi ciencies or cost effectiveness in achieving 

program goals.  (FY05)

Strategic Objective 12

Program (Theme) Aeronautics Technology

Calendar Year Reviewed 2004

Rating Moderately effective

Recommendations • Continue performing regular program reviews to ensure funding of projects that are relevant and effective.
• Strengthen priority research areas identifi ed by NASA, the National Research Council, and external partners.
• Develop effi ciency metrics and demonstrate improved effi ciencies (e.g., cost) for achieving program goals.
• Restructure the program to better focus on projects that have a federal role.

Strategic Objective 13

Program (Theme) Education

Calendar Year Reviewed 2004

Rating Adequate

Recommendations • Continue to perform regular program reviews to ensure that only effective, relevant programs are funded.
• Require all Education programs to report annually on accomplishments and make these data available to the 

public.

Strategic Objective 14

Program (Theme) Earth Science Applications

Calendar Year Reviewed 2003

Rating Results not demonstrated

Recommendations • Finalize roadmaps for each of the twelve priority areas that specify how and where NASA content can be best 
utilized.  (FY05)

• Continue to improve performance measures to refl ect the value added of incorporating NASA data into existing 
systems (i.e., measure the quality of products versus the quantity).  (FY05)

• Improve the collection of grantee performance data and make these data available and accessible.  (FY05)

Strategic Objective 14

Program (Theme) Earth System Science

Calendar Year Reviewed 2004

Rating Moderately effective

Recommendations • Ensure that NASA’s new structure capitalizes on assessment results and adequately supports interagency goals 
and activities.  Ensure that NASA’s new structure capitalizes on assessment results and adequately supports inter-
agency goals and activities.

• Assess the impediments to improving the “hand-off” of NASA’s research and development and implement neces-
sary organizational and system fi xes to ensure results.

• Improve the collection of grantee performance data and make these data available and accessible to ensure wide 
distribution of NASA research results.

Strategic Objective 14

Program (Theme) Earth–Sun Systems (formerly assessed as Earth System Science, Sun–Earth Connection, and Earth Science 
Application Themes)

Calendar Year Reviewed 2005

Rating Final results pending.  To be provided by OMB later this year.

Recommendations Final results pending.  To be provided by OMB later this year.
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Strategic Objective 15

Program (Theme) Sun–Earth Connection

Calendar Year Reviewed 2004

Rating Effective

Recommendations • Promote cost and schedule compliance by reporting, for each major SEU mission:  the estimate life-cycle cost 
before entering development; the anticipated cost and schedule associated with each mission phase; the mission’s 
cost and schedule progress achieved in each phase before entering the next; and any plans to re-baseline life-
cycle cost and/or schedule.
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Appendix 2:  Offi ce of Inspector 
General Summary of Serious 

Management Challenges

National Aeronautics and  
Space Administration 

Office of Inspector General 
Washington, D.C. 20546-0001 

 November 14, 2005 

TO: Administrator 

FROM: Inspector General 

SUBJECT: NASA’s Most Serious Management and Performance Challenges 

As required by the Reports Consolidation Act of 2000, these are our views of the most 
serious management and performance challenges facing NASA.  NASA is working to 
address these challenges and improve Agency programs and operations through various 
initiatives and by implementing recommendations made by my office and other 
evaluative bodies, such as the Columbia Accident Investigation Board and the 
Government Accountability Office.  The four challenges are listed below and 
summarized in the enclosure. 

Continuing to correct the serious organizational and technical deficiencies that 
contributed to the Columbia accident in 2003. 

Completing the International Space Station. 

Transitioning from the Space Shuttle vehicle to the next-generation crew 
exploration vehicle (CEV). 

Ensuring that the integrated financial management system improves NASA’s 
ability to accurately allocate costs to programs, efficiently provides reliable 
information to management, and supports compliance with the Chief Financial 
Officers Act. 

Transitioning from the Space Shuttle vehicle to the next-generation CEV was added as a 
most serious challenge this year.  The Agency will be focused for the foreseeable future 
on implementing the President’s Vision for Space Exploration by transitioning from the 
Space Shuttle Program to the CEV and other vehicles that will carry crew and hardware 
to complete the assembly of the International Space Station, then on to the Moon and 
Mars.  This transition presents a multitude of challenges.  Transitioning existing 
workforce and facilities toward new vehicle production and, at the same time, flying the 
Space Shuttle as safely as reasonably possible until 2010 is a tremendous challenge, 
unique in scope and complexity.  The accelerated schedule for implementation and 
budget constraints contribute to the difficulty of meeting this challenge.  My office plans 
to dedicate considerable audit resources to reviewing these efforts, to include a review of 
the transition process and the development of the CEV. 

Information technology (IT) security, included as a most serious challenge last year, is 
not included this year because of actions taken by the Agency to improve its IT security.  
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2

The Chief Information Officer has been very responsive to our recommendations and has 
implemented policies and procedures that strengthen the Agency’s IT security and 
internal controls over sensitive information.  My office will continue to monitor activities 
associated with IT security, as it remains an important issue for the Agency. 

If you have any questions, or need additional information, please call me at 
202-358-1220.

Robert W. Cobb 

Enclosure
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NASA’s Most Serious
Management and Performance Challenges 

Continuing to correct the serious organizational and technical deficiencies 
that contributed to the Columbia accident in 2003. 

Although the first of two return-to-flight (RTF) missions was completed successfully, NASA 
is still working to correct the serious organizational and technical deficiencies that contributed 
to the Columbia accident in 2003.  After the Columbia accident, the Administrator established 
the Columbia Accident Investigation Board (CAIB) to identify the cause of the accident and 
to make recommendations for resolving known problems in order to safely return the Space 
Shuttle to flight.  The CAIB’s August 2003 report contained 29 recommendations related to 
the physical and organizational, including cultural, causes of the accident.  Of the 
29 recommendations, 15 related primarily to the physical causes of the accident, and the 
CAIB stated that these must be addressed before the Space Shuttle’s RTF. 

The Administrator formed the RTF Task Group to report on NASA’s progress in 
implementing the CAIB’s RTF recommendations.  The Task Group issued its final report on 
August 17, 2005, stating that NASA had met the intent of 12 of the 15 recommendations but 
that the remaining 3 recommendations, which concerned debris shedding, orbiter hardening, 
and on-orbit inspection and repair, were so challenging that NASA could not yet comply with 
the CAIB recommendations.  The report noted that NASA had made substantive progress in 
making the Space Shuttle safer through study, analysis, and hardware modification. 

The July 26, 2005, launch of Discovery was the first of two RTF missions to test 
modifications made since the Columbia accident.  However, because pieces of insulating 
foam broke off from the external tank during Discovery’s launch, as had happened during 
Columbia’s flight, the Shuttle fleet was again grounded.  With the reoccurrence of debris 
shedding, the orbiter’s thermal protection system remains vulnerable to impact, and although 
tested during the Discovery flight, a viable on-orbit repair capability continues to be a 
challenge.  NASA has since established a Tiger Team and other technical boards to study and 
report on the root causes for the continued problem of debris shedding. 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG) reviewed NASA’s progress in preparing the Space 
Shuttle for its RTF.  In May 2005, we issued a report that summarized the results of our 
reviews.1  In that report, we noted that some of the documents we reviewed were simply plans 
to address CAIB recommendations, rather than the actual implementation of those plans.  The 
OIG also assessed actions taken by NASA to address specific CAIB recommendations in 
separate reports, including management challenges on quality assurance at Kennedy Space 

1 “Summary of the Office of Inspector General’s Reviews on Aspects of NASA’s Response to the Columbia 
Accident Investigation Board Report” (IG-05-015, May 13, 2005). 

Enclosure
Page 1 of 7 
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Center (KSC),2 orbiter wiring inspection,3 and NASA’s plan for independent technical 
authority (ITA) and safety and mission assurance (SMA).4

Quality Assurance.  In our review of the quality assurance process and procedures, 
we noted that KSC improperly used outdated and obsolete position descriptions to hire and 
evaluate quality assurance personnel.  KSC has since initiated action to promote quality 
assurance specialists and raised the journeyman level of a quality assurance specialist, which 
should serve to improve KSC’s ability to recruit and retain skilled quality assurance 
specialists. 

Orbiter Wiring.  Our report on orbiter wiring disclosed that NASA had not formally 
assessed the risk of aging and damaged wiring in accordance with NASA guidance, nor had it 
developed a risk mitigation plan based on such an assessment.  Without such assessments and 
plans, the Space Shuttle Program cannot ensure that it has effectively managed the risks that 
aging and damaged wiring could pose to flight safety.  In addition, next-generation space 
vehicles could face similar wiring challenges.  As a result of our recommendations, NASA 
has taken or is taking action to assess the wiring risk, develop a risk mitigation plan, and share 
lessons learned concerning new technology for wiring inspection. 

ITA and SMA.  In our review of NASA’s plan for ITA and SMA, we noted that the 
organizational structure NASA had planned for the technical authority posed some risks to 
independence.  However, NASA’s technical authority concept was being modified at the time 
of our review (August 2005) and, therefore, we did not issue any recommendations.  We plan 
to monitor the implementation of the revised technical authority, which will not be 
implemented until it is reviewed by NASA’s new Chief Engineer (appointed October 30, 
2005).  To the extent the ITA as reconfigured will rely on Center directors as being the source 
of organizational independence, the ITA may not be organized as the CAIB envisioned.  The 
CAIB found that the Space Shuttle Program does not consistently demonstrate the 
characteristics of organizations that effectively manage high risk.  The CAIB’s finding 
reflects the Agency’s challenge of ensuring engineering integrity in the context of constant 
cost and schedule pressures inherent in executing space flight programs.  The new ITA 
organization will require strict adherence by the space flight Center directors to their 
institutional (as opposed to programmatic) responsibilities, as directed by the Administrator, 
and avoidance of the informal chains of command that were evident in the events leading to 
the Columbia disaster.  Additionally, particular sensitivity to independence of engineering 
authority is required during this period of transition to the new ITA organization. 

We also reported that NASA diverged from the explicit intent of the CAIB recommendation 
by not implementing direct-line funding or reporting for Shuttle Program SMA personnel.  
We recommended that in lieu of implementing the CAIB recommendation, the Chief SMA 
Officer should demonstrate that there is a healthy, sustainable, independent oversight 

2 “Final Memorandum on NASA’s Plans and Actions to Improve Kennedy Space Center Quality Assurance” 
(IG-05-018, May 13, 2005). 

3 “Space Shuttle Orbiter Wiring Inspection” (IG-05-023, July 14, 2005). 

4 “Risks Associated with NASA’s Plan for Technical Authority and Safety and Mission Assurance” (IG-05-024, 
August 19, 2005). 

Enclosure
Page 2 of 7 
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function.  Management concurred and is taking action to ensure that program oversight is 
independent and thorough and stated that the scope of the Office of SMA’s audits will be 
expanded to include a review of the safety reporting process. 

Completing the International Space Station. 

Completing the International Space Station (ISS) and managing the ISS Program schedule 
and costs is contingent on returning the Space Shuttle to flight on a dependable and consistent 
basis.  NASA’s concerns about limitations imposed by the Iran Nonproliferation Act of 2000 
have been alleviated with Congress’s passage of S. 1713, “Iran Nonproliferation Amendments 
Act of 2005.”  However, concerns about debris shedding, and a shrinking timeline to Shuttle 
retirement, continue to impact the future of Space Shuttle operations. 

Following the Space Shuttle Columbia’s accident, the Shuttle fleet was grounded.  That 
limited the number of crew that could be transported and supported aboard the ISS, halted ISS 
assembly, and significantly reduced available “up and down mass” (transport of crew and 
equipment) for ISS operations and utilization.  ISS assembly was to resume after the 
successful completion of two RTF missions.  The first was completed July 26–August 9, 
2005, with the launch and landing of the Space Shuttle Discovery.  During the mission, the 
Discovery crew successfully replenished the food and oxygen supply aboard the ISS and 
repaired the two damaged control gyroscopes.  However, because of debris shedding during 
Discovery’s launch, the Shuttle fleet was again grounded.  Consequently, NASA’s timeline 
for completing the second RTF mission has been extended to at least May 2006, extending the 
timeline for ISS assembly as well. 

The impending retirement of the Space Shuttle fleet also presents an additional obstacle to 
ISS completion.  Shuttle retirement threatens the U.S. segment of the ISS Program’s projected 
budget.  NASA has identified various viable configuration options for the ISS in the context 
of potential future Shuttle flight rates.  Those configuration options have been identified in the 
context of international partner commitments, research utilization, cost, and ISS sustainability 
while operating under the constraint to cease Shuttle flights no later than FY 2010 and 
maintaining safety as NASA’s highest priority.  In November 2005, NASA intends to decide 
which option provides the optimum ISS configuration considering budgetary, performance, 
and schedule constraints. 

Transitioning from the Space Shuttle vehicle to the next-generation crew 
exploration vehicle (CEV). 

On January 14, 2004, President Bush announced A Renewed Spirit of Discovery:  The 
President’s Vision for U.S. Space Exploration, a new directive for the Nation’s space 
exploration program.  The fundamental goal of the new directive is to advance U.S. scientific, 
security, and economic interests through a robust space exploration program.  Specific 
objectives of the Vision are to (1) implement a sustained and affordable human and robotic 
program to explore the solar system and beyond; (2) extend human presence across the solar 

Enclosure
Page 3 of 7 
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system, starting with a human return to the Moon; (3) develop innovative technologies, 
knowledge, and infrastructures to explore and support decisions for human exploration; and 
(4) promote international and commercial participation in exploration. Initial cost estimates 
for implementing the Vision are approximately $100 billion for the next 20 years. 

As part of the President’s Vision, NASA was directed to return the Space Shuttle to flight as 
soon as possible, focus the use of the Space Shuttle on completion of the ISS, and retire the 
Space Shuttle around the end of the decade (2010).  With respect to the broader space 
mission, NASA was directed to pursue lunar exploration activities with the goal of a human 
expedition no later than 2020; conduct robotic exploration and develop key capabilities 
(e.g., propulsion and life support) to explore Mars and other destinations; develop a new CEV 
to provide crew transportation for missions beyond low Earth orbit; and pursue opportunities 
for international and commercial partnerships. 

Transitioning existing workforce and facilities toward new vehicle production and, at the 
same time, flying the Space Shuttle as safely as reasonably possible until 2010 is a 
tremendous challenge, unique in scope and complexity.  The accelerated schedule for 
implementation and budget constraints contribute to the difficulty of meeting this challenge. 

One of the keys to controlling CEV costs is maximizing the use of existing Space Shuttle 
technology in the new vehicle.  NASA has concluded that the safest, most reliable, and most 
affordable means of CEV development is to use existing Shuttle systems, such as the solid 
rocket boosters and the liquid propulsion system.  However, use of those systems on the CEV 
will require significant re-engineering and facilities reconfiguration.  The re-engineering and 
reconfiguration will need to occur concurrently with the last Space Shuttle flights.  The 
redirection of engineering talent and attention to the new program poses possible increased 
risks for Shuttle operations. 

The NASA Administrator testified on November 3, 2005, before the House Science 
Committee concerning a $3 billion to $5 billion shortfall in funding the Shuttle through 2010.  
Such a shortfall could also impact NASA’s ability to meet its accelerated timeframe for the 
CEV and to meet ISS requirements.  These budgetary pressures may not only impact the 
ability to execute programs within desired timeframes, but may also impact the Agency’s 
ability to retain the technically competent workforce necessary for efficient transition to the 
new generation of vehicles. 

Ensuring that the integrated financial management system improves 
NASA’s ability to accurately allocate costs to programs, efficiently provides 
reliable information to management, and supports compliance with the 
Chief Financial Officers Act. 

NASA received a disclaimer of opinion on its financial statements as a result of the 
Independent Public Accountant (IPA) audits in FY 2003 by PricewaterhouseCoopers and in 
FY 2004 and FY 2005 by Ernst & Young LLP (E&Y) because NASA has been unable to 

Enclosure
Page 4 of 7 
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provide auditable financial statements and sufficient evidence to support statements 
throughout the fiscal year.  The reports that the IPAs have submitted identify instances of 
noncompliance with generally accepted accounting principles, reportable conditions (with 
most being material weaknesses) in internal controls, and noncompliance with the Federal 
Financial Management Improvement Act and the Improper Payments Information Act of 
2002.  Many of the weaknesses the audits disclosed resulted from a lack of effective internal 
control procedures and continued data integrity issues, as well as problems related to NASA’s 
conversion in FY 2003 from 10 separate systems to a new single Integrated Enterprise 
Management Program (IEMP).   

The backbone of IEMP is the Core Financial module, which NASA implemented in FY 2003.  
However, despite substantial investment, in both time and money, into the development and 
implementation of the Core Financial module, NASA still cannot produce auditable financial 
statements—a key goal of the module.   

NASA’s continued problems in resolving its internal control weaknesses have contributed to 
its inability to produce complete and accurate financial statements.  Many of NASA’s internal 
control deficiencies are material weaknesses that have been reported for several years, as 
shown in the following table.  Two of the most significant material weaknesses are property, 
plant, and equipment and materials (PP&E) and Fund Balance with Treasury (FBWT). 

Enclosure
Page 5 of 7 
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Internal Control Deficiencies

Fiscal Year 2005 2004 2003 2002 2001

E&Y E&Y PwC1 PwC PwCIndependent Public Accountant 

Audit Opinion Disclaimer Disclaimer Disclaimer Unqualified Disclaimer 

General Controls Environment2 —
material 

weakness
reportable 
condition 

reportable 
condition 

—

Property, Plant, and Equipment  
  and Materials 

material 
weakness

material 
weakness

material 
weakness

material 
weakness

material 
weakness

Financial Statement Preparation 
  Process and Oversight 

material 
weakness

material 
weakness

material 
weakness

material 
weakness

—

Fund Balance with Treasury 
material 

weakness
material 

weakness
material 

weakness
— —

Audit Trail and Documentation to 
  Support Financial Statements3 — —

material 
weakness

— —

Environmental Liability  
  Estimation 

reportable 
condition 

reportable 
condition — —

reportable 
condition 

In
te

rn
al

 C
o

n
tr

o
l 

D
ef

ic
ie

n
ci

es
 

Information Systems Controls4
— — — —

reportable 
condition 

1 PricewaterhouseCoopers. 
2 General Controls Environment weaknesses have been mostly resolved for FY 2005.  The segregation of duties component of 

this weakness was included in the Financial Statement Preparation Process and Oversight weakness in FY 2005. 
3 The weakness on Audit Trail cited in FY 2003 continued to exist in FY 2004 and FY 2005; however, the auditor included it in 

the overall Financial Statement Preparation Process and Oversight weakness for those years. 
4 This area includes disaster recovery tests, systems constraints, logical access controls, and access controls to mainframe, and

included four individual reportable conditions cited in FY 2001 that continued to exist in FY 2002; however, the auditor 
included them in the General Controls Environment weakness in FY 2002.

NASA has demonstrated some limited progress in addressing three of its four reported 
material weaknesses and one reportable condition from the FY 2004 audit.  NASA has made 
significant progress in correcting the fourth material weakness reported by E&Y in FY 2004, 
“Improvements in the IFMP Control Environment” (included as part of the General Controls 
Environment shown in the table). 

NASA also achieved some limited success in producing interim financial statements from its 
Core Financial module, although many manual adjustments were still necessary.  NASA 
generated its year-end financial statements directly from the Core Financial module.  It 
accomplished this by posting adjustments in the module, rather than manually adjusting the 
financial statements.  Other areas of progress include the implementation of reconciliation 
procedures for selected general ledger accounts and preparing checklists for Centers to 
complete and sign to certify the transactions.  We also note that the Office of the Chief 
Financial Officer has added additional personnel, filled key leadership positions, and 
established a Quality Assurance office.  The Quality Assurance office has the responsibility of 
providing oversight and quality control reviews of financial management and assisting the 

Enclosure
Page 6 of 7 
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Centers with compliance issues.  In addition, the Center Chief Financial Officers now report 
to the NASA Chief Financial Officer instead of the Center directors. 

NASA also made some progress on the material weakness in “Property, Plant, and Equipment 
and Materials” by developing an Internet-based Contractor Held Asset Tracking System 
(CHATS) for contractors to report information on their contractor-held, NASA-owned 
property.

To meet financial management expectations and requirements, NASA must have viable 
corrective action plans to address the repeat internal control weaknesses it faces.  Plans 
developed to date have lacked clear strategies for resolving the weaknesses and have not been 
finalized.  NASA must immediately develop and implement corrective action plans that fulfill 
comprehensive financial management objectives within parameters set by financial 
management and accounting laws and regulations.  Such plans can only be developed as a 
collaborative product of NASA program and institutional leadership.  While incremental 
progress can be made by focusing on separate pieces of financial management challenges, 
NASA will not likely correct its material weaknesses without a comprehensive approach that 
contemplates the framework in which the Agency accounts for the expenditure of taxpayer 
dollars.

Enclosure
Page 7 of 7 
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Appendix 3: 
 Inspector General Act 
Amendments Reports

THE INSPECTOR GENERAL ACT AMENDMENTS
The Inspector General Act Amendments of 1988 (P.L. 100-504), require that Inspectors General and Agency 
Heads submit semi-annual reports to Congress on actions taken on audit reports issued by the Offi ce of Inspec-
tor General (OIG).  NASA consolidates and annualizes all relevant information for inclusion in the annual Perfor-
mance and Accountability Report.  NASA’s submission in compliance with the Act is included in this appendix of 
the FY 2005 Performance and Accountability Report.

REPORT ON AUDIT FOLLOW-UP

NASA management is committed to ensuring the timely resolution and implementation of OIG audit recommenda-
tions, and believes that audit follow-up is essential to improving the effi ciency and effectiveness of NASA pro-
grams, projects, and operations.  To this end, NASA has implemented a comprehensive program of audit liaison, 
resolution, and follow-up intended to ensure that OIG audit recommendations are resolved and implemented in a 
timely manner. 

In implementing its program of audit follow-up, NASA utilizes the Corrective Action Tracking System, version 2.0 
(CATS II) as its primary database for monitoring OIG audit recommendations.  CATS II is a Web-based application 
developed by NASA, and is maintained by the Management Systems Division.

NASA’s program of audit follow-up consists of a joint effort between NASA management and the OIG to ensure 
timely resolution and implementation of agreed-to corrective action on an on-going basis.  Periodic reconcilia-
tions between the OIG’s Offi ce of Audits Central Information System (OACIS) and management’s audit tracking 
systems ensure complete and accurate status reporting of open OIG audit reports and related recommendations.  
The continued cooperative effort between NASA and the OIG has resulted in the reduction of open OIG reports 
and recommendations.  Specifi cally, the number of open OIG reports and recommendations as of the fi scal year 
ended September 30, 2004, was 36 and 110, respectively, compared with 26 open OIG reports and 89 recom-
mendations as of the fi scal year ended September 30, 2005.

REPORTS PENDING FINAL MANAGEMENT ACTION ONE YEAR OR MORE AFTER ISSUANCE 
OF A MANAGEMENT DECISION

As of September 30, 2005, NASA has a total of 15 open OIG reports containing 40 audit recommendations on 
which management decisions have been made, but fi nal management action has not yet been completed.  OIG 
reports and recommendations pending fi nal management action one year or more after issuance of a manage-
ment decision as of September 30, 2004, numbered 27 and 82, respectively.  Management continues to address 
diligently the recommendations put forth by the OIG, and is actively working to implement those recommenda-
tions.
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OIG AUDIT AND INSPECTION REPORTS PENDING FINAL MANAGEMENT ACTION ONE YEAR 
OR MORE AFTER ISSUANCE OF A MANAGEMENT DECISION

(As of September 30, 2005)

Report Number Report Title Report Date

IG-04-024 Final Memorandum on Government Mandatory Inspections for Solid Rocket Booster Bolt Catchers 09/28/2004

IG-04-025 NASA’s Implementation of the Mission Critical Space System Personnel Reliability Program 09/27/2004

IG-04-018 Audit of Windows NT Operating System Security and Integrity of the Master Domain at Johnson Space Center 04/15/2004

IG-FS-01 Audit of NASA’s Fiscal Year 2003 Financial Statements 01/28/2004

IG-FS-02 Fiscal Year 2003 Management Letter Comments (Information Technology) 01/28/2004

IG-FS-03 Fiscal Year 2003 Management Letter Comments (Financial) 01/18/2004

IG-04-004 Audit of Information Category Designations for NASA Systems 12/12/2003

IG-00-036 Disaster Recovery Management Letter 08/04/2003

IG-03-017 Evaluation of NASA Incident Response Capability 06/09/2003

IG-03-009 Performance Management Related to Agency-wide Fiscal Year 2002 Information Technology Security 
   Program Goals

03/27/2003

IG-MEMO-23 Audit of NASA’s Fiscal Year 2002 Financial Statements 01/23/2003

IG-FS-04 Fiscal Year 2002 Management Letter Comments (Financial) 01/23/2003

IG-02-010 NASA’s Telecommunications Management 03/26/2002

G-00-07 Internet-Based Spacecraft Commanding 10/22/2001

IG-00-055 System Information Technology Planning 09/28/2000

STATISTICAL TABLE ON AUDIT REPORTS WITH DISALLOWED COSTS

(October 1, 2004 through September 30, 2005)

Number of 
Audit Reports Dollar Value

A Audit reports with management decisions on which fi nal action had not yet been taken at 
   the beginning of the reporting period

0 $0

B Audit reports on which management decisions were made during the reporting period 0 $0

C Total audit reports pending fi nal action during the reporting period (total of A + B) 0 $0

D Audit reports on which fi nal action was taken during the reporting period 0 $0

1.  Value of disallowed costs collected by management 0 $0

2.  Value of costs disallowed by management 0 $0

3.  Total (lines D1 + D2) 0 $0

E Audit reports pending fi nal action at the end of the reporting period (C – D3) 0 $0
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STATISTICAL TABLE ON AUDIT REPORTS WITH RECOMMENDATIONS THAT FUNDS BE PUT TO BETTER USE 
(October 1, 2004 through September 30, 2005)

Number of 
Audit Reports Dollar Value

A Audit reports with management decisions on which fi nal action had not yet been taken at 
   the beginning of the reporting period

0 $0

B Audit reports on which management decisions were made during the reporting period 0 $0

C Total audit reports pending fi nal action during the reporting period (total of A + B) 0 $0

D Audit reports on which fi nal action was taken during the reporting period 0 $0

1.  Value of disallowed costs collected by management 0 $0

2.  Value of costs disallowed by management 0 $0

3.  Total (lines D1 + D2) 0 $0

E Audit reports pending fi nal action at the end of the reporting period (C – D3) 0 $0
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NASA Headquarters (HQ)
Washington, DC 20546-0001
(202) 358-0000
Hours:  7:30-4:30 EST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/hq/home/index.html

NASA Ames Research Center (ARC)
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
(650) 604-5000
Hours:  7:30-4:30 PST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/home/index.html

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC)
P.O. Box 273
Edwards, CA 93523-0273
Hours:  7:30-4:00 PST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/dryden/home/index.html

NASA John H. Glenn Research Center 
at Lewis Field (GRC)
21000 Brookpark Road
Cleveland, OH 44135-3191
(216) 433-4000
Hours:  7:30-4:30 EST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn/home/index.html

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC)
8800 Greenbelt Road
Greenbelt, MD 20771-0001
(301) 286-2000
Hours:  7-7:00 EST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard/home/index.
html

NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109-8099
(818) 354-4321
Hours:  7:30-5:00 PST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/jpl/home/index.html

NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center (JSC)
Houston, TX 77058-3696
(281) 483-0123
Hours:  6:00-6:00 CST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/home/index.html

NASA John F. Kennedy Space Center (KSC)
Mail Code XA/Public Inquiries
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899-0001
(321) 867-5000
Hours:  6:00-6:00 EST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy/home/index.html

NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)
100 NASA Road
Hampton, VA 23681-2199
(757) 864-1000
Hours:  7:00-5:00 EST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/langley/home/index.html

NASA George C. Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC)
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812-0001
(256) 544-2121
Hours:  available 24 hours
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall/home/index.html

NASA John C. Stennis Space Center (SSC)
Stennis Space Center, MS 39529-6000
(228) 688-2211
Hours:  6:00-6:00 CST
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/stennis/home/index.html

NASA Wallops Flight Facility (WFF)
Goddard Space Flight Center
Wallops Island, VA 23337-5099
(757) 824-1000
Hours:  7:00-7:00 EST
http://www.wff.nasa.gov

Produced by NASA Headquarters and The Tauri Group, LLC.

Back cover:  The STS-114 crew heads for the bus that will transport them to Discovery on July 26, 2005.  From left, in 
front are Mission Specialists Andrew Thomas, Charles Camarda, and Wendy Lawrence, with Pilot James Kelly leading.  
In back are Mission Specialists Stephen Robinson and Soichi Noguchi (representing the Japan Aerospace Exploration 
Agency), led by Mission Commander Eileen Collins.  (Photo:  NASA)
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